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CLASSROOM SITUATIONS THAT CHALLENGE
THE CHILD WITH ASD

Introduction

1)	
 	
others 
to fully appreciate. The level of stress can be chronic and often severe. When 
children with ASD are under stress the features of the condition worsen 
considerably and their personal resources are less available.

2)	
 ASD children are often very bright and can be taught strategies to help them 
deal with the problems they face in the classroom. 

	
 	
 The helping process involves the following sequence:
 
	
 	

	
 	
 b) then modify the situation to eliminate the problem
	
 	
 c) next, develop a strategy for the student to use to enable him/her to 

deal successfully with the problem when it is reintroduced
	
 	
 d) expose the students to various degrees of the problem situation 

while prompting them to use the strategy
	
 	
 e) provide no additional structure or control, allowing the child to 

adapt strategies independently as needed.

3)	
 Remember, the behavior problems exhibited by individuals with ASD are not 

do) and should not be viewed as deliberate misbehavior. It is a signal to look at 
where the ASD child needs more help.

	
 	
 Usually “misbehavior” is: 
	
 	
 	
 a) a failure to understand or misreading of what is expected
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clown wants me to laugh...he won’t like me if I don’t, the teacher wants me to 
work quietly) or 	
 	


	
 	
 	

confusing, disorienting and frightening experiences. 

4) ASD children must make an enormous effort to manage the typical day in 
the life of an average child. The day can be exhausting with virtually no 
time to let down. 

Intervention

Refer to the document Challenging Classroom Situations For ASD Students  
to become more aware of the situations where the ASD student might need more 
support. Observe the student in these situations, and then complete the Classroom 

 . This will help you determine which situations are the 
most problematic. It will also provide you with a rating of the problem severity that 
can be used to document progress after intervention.

Refer to the document Behavior That Indicates The ASD Student Is Having 
. Children don’t often tell us they are having trouble. We have to observe 

their behavior for that information. ASD children are no different. In fact, they are 
even less likely than the typical child to verbalize their stress. The list of 20 
behaviors in the document Behavior That Indicates The ASD Student Is Having 

 are typical signs of stress for ASD children. There may be other 
behaviors that aren’t on the list. These should be added to the second page of the 

. The second page of the Classroom Situations 
 provides a summary of the stress related behavior exhibited by the 

student along with the frequency of that behavior. This page is also used to 
document improvement following intervention.

When the  is completed, the staff have a 
summary of what the child does to indicate there is a problem with stress and when 
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or where that problem occurs. There are a variety of intervention guides throughout 
this manual to assist with the creation of a support plan, including:

Program Structure And Organization
Classroom Conditions
Identifying Sources Of Stress
Reducing Confusion
Replace Verbal With Visual
Daily Review
Social Intervention
Social Functioning
Social Communication.

In addition, selected academic problems from the list, Challenging Classroom 
Situations For ASD Students are described in detail and followed by a set of 

Academic Situations That Challenge 
The Child With ASD.
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CHALLENGING CLASSROOM SITUATIONS
FOR ASD STUDENTS

1) extensive verbal instruction, long verbal explanations, and other use of verbal 
language in teaching

2) classroom noise, background noise in the classroom
3) high volume noise and unexpected loud noises
4) large group instruction and group discussion
5) writing, the mechanics
6) music, art, gym, and other “specials”     
7) eating lunch in the cafeteria
8) breaks in the expected routine
9) activities that present social demands requiring conversation, problem solving, or 

other pragmatic language skills (e,g., working in small groups)
10) activities that present social demands requiring interpretation of nonverbal cues, 

social perception, social judgment, and analysis of information extracted from the 
social context (e.g., assemblies, walking in the halls)

11) social threats (aggressive behavior, bullying, being left out, laughed at, etc.)
12) activities that require “trial and error” learning or discovery learning
13) activities that involve “manipulatives” without explicit 

direction
14) reduced structure periods such as recess or homeroom 
15) transition time (between the end of one activity and start of another), unstructured 

“down time”
16) activities requiring the application of unfamiliar concepts, or higher order thinking 

skills (making connections, forming inferences, drawing conclusions, getting the 
“big picture”)

17) 
18) making mistakes, getting the wrong answer, imperfection, losing a game
19) stopping before task is complete
20) being interrupted (during reading, written work or when answering aloud in class)
21) perceived unfairness (didn’t get enough of a turn)     
22) waiting, when bored, during “busy work”
23) when shifts of attention are required (eg., from doing work to looking at the teacher, 

from reading to listening, from writing to listening, from looking at the book to 
looking at the board, etc.)

24) classroom instruction beyond comprehension level
25) process writing (e.g., journals, prewriting activities “writer’s workshop”)
26) drawing, coloring, constructing, art activity
27) organization of thoughts and ideas for reports or essays
28)
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BEHAVIOR THAT INDICATES
THE ASD STUDENT IS HAVING DIFFICULTY

1) excess motor activity 
2) perseveration, compulsive behavior, increase in rigidity
3) refusal or inability to shift attention
4) singing/humming to self 
5) stubbornness, noncompliance, argumentativeness, or aggression
6) socially disruptive or uncooperative behavior       
7) excessive silliness, laughing or impulsive behavior  
8) disrespectful response to authority
9) delayed echolalia
10) stereotyped movements or gestures
11) physical withdrawal     
12) staring blankly, inattentive, unresponsive     
13) talking out or shouting off topic or out of context remarks
14) twirling and other gross motor movement out of context
15) repetitive sounds, nonsense words or other noncommunicative vocalizations
16) excessive worrying, repeatedly verbalizing concerns
17) increase in emotional outbursts (crying, etc.)
18) increase in volume of the voice
19) protest behavior (e.g., pushing away, saying “no,” turning away, running away)
20) blocking ears, crawling under desk
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